About the Work
Earth’s Elegy is a tone-poem that depicts the progression of the Earth as humanity steps foot onto its
soil. It vividly shows how Earth was before humans and how humans have destroyed the natural
environment. Towards the end of the piece, there is a somber, melancholy recitation of Emily Pauline
Johnson’s poem “Fire-Flowers”, which is a poem of death and longing, but also a poem of life and
hope. The piece concludes with a joyful re-statement of the main theme, which shows that even
though there is still lots to be done to fix what humanity has destroyed, there is progress being
made.

Text
“Fire-Flowers” Emily Pauline Johnson
And only where the forest fires have
sped,
Scorching relentlessly the cool north
lands,
A sweet wild flower lifts its purple head,
And, like some gentle spirit sorrow-fed,
It hides the scars with almost human
hands.
And only to the heart that knows of
grief,
Of desolating fire, of human pain,
There comes some purifying sweet
belief,
Some fellow-feeling beautiful, if brief.
And life revives, and blossoms once
again.

Performance Guide
For * (m.m. 3-12 and 127-131), the piece calls for the singers to polyphonic overtone sing with the
written notes. To overtone sing, sing a note that is comfortable with a full sound. Next, slowly
change from an “ooo” to an “eee” sound and vice versa. While changing from “eee” to “ooo” (and vice
versa), slowly move the tongue back and forth in the mouth until the overtone is amplified. In the
context of the piece, sing the written note and overtone sing ad lib.
For ** (m.m.70), the singers are to gliss at their own pace for around 8 seconds to the next written
note. The singers may arrive at the next note before the 8 seconds are up, but NOT after.
In the beginning section of the piece (which is mainly sung on vowels), slurs indicate phrasing and a
re-articulation of the vowel.
Pronunciations:
“ooh” = “o”ver
“ooo” = pure “ooo”
“bohm” = “b”oy + “o”ver + “hm”
“bah” = “b”oy + c“a”r + “h”
“aeh” = st“ay”

“awh” = l“a”rd
“hawh” = h (accented) + h“aw”k + h (not
accented)
“ahh” = “a”pple

